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Abstract 
Element analysis of strain localisation dynamics 

a mathematically consistent model for description of localisation a 
rich Finite Element discretisation in order to describe correctly localised 
zones. In paper, a adaptive method based on the Arbitrary 
Lagrangian formulation is model. 

bending example illustrate application this strategy 
context of beam analysis. A first attempt to develop the ALE strategy to 
two-dimensional problems is discussed. 

1 Introduction 

Numerical analysis of concrete and reinforced concrete m 
dynamics addresses theoretical and 
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consistent model for the description of localisation of 
post localisation behaviour of the material must be implemented. 
Models that · an internal length scale, as non local models, 

,..,, ... ..,JL ....... ,, •. ,"· computations on softening materials to 
remain sound a theoretical and A~,...,.,,.,....,1-,,,1-, 

localisation occurs, high localised 
description of localised zones H"Ylll""'"·~'-' 

discretisation, for instance a very fine mesh et al. (1994b )). 
localised zones are generally small compared to the size of the 

structure, an fine mesh is not necessary and would provided 
computer cost. An adaptive strategy based in 
element on localisation bands, seems to an 

chosen to use such a technique on a special 1"'1TI1A1"Yl".lT111"' 

the Arbitrary Lagrangian ~u. ... ...., ................ .. (ALE) formulation. 
of coupling a method to 

.. ~,, ..... ,,.,,, in a non local continuum, has 
........................... , ... ,_,,_ ......... examples et al. (1992)). 
an extension of the beam problems, 

for two-dimensional problems. 
non local relations used 

Element analysis of 
already illustrated on one

paper deals firstly 
secondly a 

recalled the of the ALE +" ...... ..,.,,.,, ...... 1-. r.,.., 

the update 
an example of UIJ'IU' ........ ,,..,.. ... ,,'V ...... 

this study is a non 
.............. , ............ ...,..,..... to that a 

strain tensors 

0 
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weighting 1s a .u.v.1..1..1..1.u • .1..1...;),,'U 

'V(s- x) =exp[ [[s ~/;[[' J 

1s non 
damage is: 

D = 81!__ 
8Y 

B 
=-----

-Yo)T 
are 
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x 
a general physical 1"'rn.n~-w...-, 

...,.11. .......... ...., ..... can be obtained (Donea et 

a11 = a11 +ci. df = +c.gradf 
X x dxi 

c is the 

where : v 

written in 

avl _ p-x +pc. = (J + r; 

is the mass rt~11ci11,, 
weak -i-,-,....,..,,.,,..,, Int-• ,-,.-n 

dV + r p8v.avl 
Jv dt 

x 

J = ...,,,.,C...,JlJLU,.U. 

that means 

A 

ria-t-1-nc•ri as c = v - v" 

and V= ~~Ix 

b are the body -.-,-,.r.,-..a.ci 

equation leads to a ................. .._.. ........ 

forces, fint 

(8) 

at x 

, ........... ,-. "~ of the momentum 
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ALE description, 
'-I U< .. l. .. LLl,JU.--'-V..:J, including 

component of a tensorial 

(hi - -d: - x + c.gra 't = q 

numerical integration 
additional difficulty compared to 

differential equations 
Lagrangian case : 

motion, integration ...,..., ... ,...,,u, ....... at different .....-.<>.f"e>r•<> 

from one time step to 
transferred from the old 

This is performed 
(we 

evolution. 
we 't*(t+t). 

beam analysis, the second 
(l 994a. This ... H .... ..., • ...,.,.., 

't + Llt) = 't, *(I+ M)- t..t.{(c,).---

is the value of in element e, 
are two nodes of the 

a 

of element e, i 
ci, Ci+ 1 are the values 

convective velocity at nodes 1, respectively. ( ) + ( ) _are 

respectively the positive value part value operators. 
we transferred state variables two-dimensional analysis, 

making, for sake of simplicity, a r.rr'1or•1-• the old to new 
mesh. 

of the convective at 
be perfectly defined. 

we used is defined, a 
criterion. 
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mesh ,·.,,, .,....~, .... .-, ....... 

neighbourhood of 

I) 

I is a 

5) 

I~ c~ 
' Kly = j± I 

k=1 

6) 

7b) 
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Remeshing strategy 
When the distribution of the mesh indicator is computed, the following 
consists in expressing new position of the nodes, which 
chosen mesh optimality use a classical 

based on the equidistribution of the variation of 
domain. This implies to a mapping between 
coordinates and the material coordinates x. 

It has been already (1995)) one-
dimensional expression of a equation 
application, could be written : 

l_(K(x) ax J = o ax ax 
Eq. (18) with the known position of the boundary defines a 

problem governed by an elliptic It forms a non 
must be solved iteratively at time step of the dynamic 
an implicit resolution 1s a drawback in the context 

dynamic problems where motion are generally solved 
'"''"-LJ..__...., ... .., integration schemes a large .......... ,,JL ... ...,,.., ... 

..__,._..., ... JL...,, ..... ~ we have modified equation as follows: 

l_ (K ( X) dX J = y ax 
ax ax at 

can be integrated ""'""-'" ... "·""""
to 



•• ,...,,, ...... IJ'-4 .... .., .......... _, .... JI. of the convective tenns fconv that appears in the 
momentum equations is perfonned using a multi-layered integration scheme 

N 1 

f(x,y)dVe = ~)mf f(~,y)dyLe ~ (21) 
m=I 

spatial of element e, N is 
and bm are respectively the height 

distance between the neutral axis 
beam. 

number of layers the 
the width of the layer 
the layer and the 

L = 2.8 m, 1 =l.65 m, x 0.2 m, Width b = 0.2m, h = 0.25 m, 10 layers 

I F 
I .A ....... 
1.......,; 1, 

~ 
.. 

L ...... , 
r""-.1 V"I 

Fig. Impact on beam (Geometry) 

Moreover we to make sure that updated generalised 
displacements still verify Bernoulli hypothesis. This leads to several 
restrictions : First, the neutral axis of the beam must remain continuous so 

strain update preserves the linearity of the strain distribution over the 
depth. Hence the nodal points corresponding to structural joints must 

.......... .L..,. ....... .L fixed. Second, thickness of each layer was assumed to remain 
..,....,,,.L,_,., .............. from one to another and consequently the convective 
,=.,,, ...... , remains collinear to the neutral axis of the beam. Under this two 

algorithm (eq. (14)) is linear and Bernoulli 
is conserved the update. Finally, for sake of simplicity, 

we introduce restriction : The number of layers is kept 
constant from one element other. 

We now show a test example which is an impact on a plain concrete 
(Fig. 2). ALE computations with a mesh containing 12 elements have 
compared a reference solution containing 72 elements of 

length, and the fixed mesh solution (ALE initial 
r.:>1'l'11".llt1'11.:>l1 fixed). 3 shows the comparison of the strain distribution 

layer and 4 shows the evolution of the mesh. 
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8. E -3 
* 10 

7. Solution de reference (72 elts) 

6. 

5. /' 
4. Solution ALE (12 Hts) 

3. 

2. 

1. 
Solution maillage fixe (12 elts) 

0 
~- ,\ x 

-1. .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 

Fig. 3. Distribution of strain lower layer at .6e-3 s 

Here the mesh indicator has been expressed as a ............ 1 ... ...,_,..., ...... of the average 
normalised strain ( 't=E(x)/Emax in eq l 7b) in order to out the 

the localisation zone, and the remeshing starts at 
computation. 

t=0.0008s 

t=0.0016s 

Fig. 4. Evolution of the mesh 

7 Conclusions - in two-dimensional problems 

A first feasibility study of the ALE implementation to analysis 
two-dimensional continuum has been carried. Its goal was to evaluate 

the generalisation in two dimensions of the ALE explicit transient dynamic 
algorithm and of the remeshing strategy, that were used one-dimensional 
and beam analysis. 

We have decided to use the Element Object 
CASTEM 2000. This code stores infonnation in objects are 
manipulated by operators of a macro-language (Gibiane). It allows a 
programmation of the mechanical problem equations. 
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